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These do work.
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1 - 10 things to do!

(1. Start singing songs to annoy people. When they get used to it; sing another song.

(2. Take off your shoes and climb in the trunk.

(3. Play your Game Boy on high volume.

(4. If you have a laptop PC, purchase Mortal Kombat Trilogy for it before your trip, and execute a
Fatality.

(5. This goes along w/ the PC, Go to Newgrounds.com and gross people out.

(6. Bring your pet if it's a dog or cat. Every time the car hits a bump, the cat will jump and the dog will
bark.

(7. Fart.

(8. In your pack, bring onions. Start eating. Repeat.

(9. Bring lollipops. Keep licking. Stick in sister's hair.

(10. Give your brother nosebleeds by showing him Maveryck85's art.



2 - A few more things...

(1. Get naked. Start screaming "WENUS!! WENUS!! And people will start succumbing.

(2. Get McDonalds. When someone takes a drink, say "BOOGER!!!!" You will see the finished product
all over the place.

(3. Bring an intermideate dictionary along with you. Look up "SE."

When I say a few, I mean three!



3 - can I think of any more...?

(1. Spit out the window.

(2. turn your eyelid inside out.

(3. Bring a sticker at the beginning of your trip. Place it face-down on seat.
The next person that sits there will now have a sticker on their butt.
NOTE: The bottom of the sticker may not be silver, or sparkily.

(4. Continuiously belch.

See? I could only come up with four. I'm losing my humor.

I'm good at saying funny stuff of the top of my head like: "COFFEE IS GOOD AND
BAD FOR YOU AT THE SAME TIME! IT'S LIKE FREEDOM IN A CUP!" or something like that.

pff...
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